LESSON 15 -A
Instructions: Match the words in the WORD BOX with these definitions.
t. a trait that enables us to wait or endure hardships without complaining
2. not fine; rough
3. a group of singers

ord Box
4. clumsy; not graceful in movement

a 1tar
alter
announce
awkward
beverage
chant
choir *
coarse
cruel
invitation
patience
permanent
practice
.pro.vi nee
scowl
servant
smother
spire
spirited
streak

<>. change; make different; remodel

6. frown .; look angry or displeased
- - - - - - - - - - - 7. one who works for another
- - - - - - - - - - 8.anything to drink
9.full of life and pep; dashing
IO. heartless; eager to hurt others; unkind
11. a part or division of a country
12. tell; make known to the public
13. to kill by taking away air; suffocate
14. Iong, .thin line or mark; flash
15. do something repeatedly to learn a skill
16 · to recite in a sing- song way; a type of tune
17 ·a request to come to a place, such as a wedding
18. a place where sacrifices and prayers are offered

19.top part of a tower that comes to a point; anything pointed
20. Iasting; for keeps; not for a short time only

-----------------------------------Lesson 8
.

.

Use a word or a form of a word in the word
1. Ontario ts a

bo~

.

to fill the blanks in these sentences:

of Canada.

------------------2. We got an
to come to Uncle Dave's for supper tonight.
------------------3. I could tell by the way Johnny'
4. I managed to

30

------..,...,-----------

------------------

that the plan did not suit

him~

the flames by covering them with a blanket.

5. It is by

------------~

ever:y day that we learn certain skills.

6. A _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ of lightning seemed to split the sky.
7. Lizzie refused to drive her brother's
8. The screen was so

--------- horse.

-------------

9. News of the fire was

that the mosquitoes could get through.

-------.,..----- in the morning paper.

10. When I came home Mother was

--------------

the dress my sister had outgrown.

--------------------------------

c

We have two words in the word box that are spelled nearly the same and pronounced exactly
alike. They are alter and altar.
In lesson 13 you learned about two easily confused words, advice and advise. You learned
that one is a verb and the other a noun. Do you remember which is which? Write "verb"
and "noun" on the blanks below:
advise
advice

----------

-------~

The same is true of alter and altar. Altar names something, so it is a noun. Alter
is something we do, so it is a verb.. Study these sentences:
1. Mother had to alter my coat because it was too big for me.
· ' 2. After the flood Noah built an altar and thanked God for saving him.
Now see if you can fill the blanks of these sentences with alter or altar.
1. We are going to
2.

------- our barn so it will hold more cows.
My new coat will have to be
---------- before I can wear it.

3. God hears our prayers, even if we don't have a fancy
4. We had to

---------- in our church.

----------- our plans in order to make things work out.

A HINT TO HELP YOU REMEMBER: The word that names the altars that Abraham built has an
"a", which is also the first letter in Abraham's name.

The word patient has two meanings that are completely different. One is the meaning
given in Exercise A. We should be patient when things don't go our way. This word also
means, "a person who is under a doctor's care." A doctor takes good care of his patients.
When we are in the hospital we should try and be a patient patient.
·

------------Make new words by adding the endings in parentheses to these words. You will want to
remember the rules you learned. If you are in doubt about any of them, check with your
dictionar:y.
report (er)

----------------cease (ing)
---------brag (ed)
--------------

huffy (est)

'------------------

inhale (ing) - - - - - - - - - - - - - toil (ing)

------------------
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10. heartless; eager to hurt others; unkind
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·~

11. a part or division of a country

12. tell; make known to the public
13. to kill by taking away air; suffocate
14. long, thin line or mark; flash

ord Box

al tar
alter
announce
awkward
beverage
chant
choir *
coarse
cruel
invitation
patience
permanent
practice
province
scowl
servant
smother
spire
spirited
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15. do something repeatedly to learn a skill

16. to recite in a sing-song way; a type of tune

9. News

10. When

c
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We have two words in the word box that are spelled nearly the same and pronounced exactly
alike. They are alter and altar.
In lesson 13 you learned"'iibOUt two easily confused words, advice and advise. You learned
that one is a verb and the other a noun. Do you remember which is which? Write "verb"
and "noun" on the blanks below:
advice
The same is true of alter and aitar. Altar names something, so it is a noun. Alter
ts something we do, so it is a ver~Study these sentences:
1. Mother had to alter my coat because it was too big for me.
2. After the flood Noah built an~ and thanked God for saving him.
Now see if you can fill the blanks of these sentences with alter or altar.

d

1. We are going to _

_.aL
........~
. .-'4..'I.__ our barn so it will hold more cows.

2, My new coat will have to be

a/;t!AW

before I can wear it.

3. God hears our prayers, even if we don't have a fancy

~ in our church.

4. We had to _ __.a/.....,
...~"'4"'4"""-J__ our plans in order to make things work out.
A HINT TO HELP YOU REMEMBER: The word that names the altars that Abraham built has an
"a", which is also the first letter in Abraham's name.

The word patient has two meanings that are completely different. One is the meaning
given in Exercise A. We should be patient when things don't go our way. This word also
means, "a person who is under a doctor's care." A doctor takes good care of his patients,
When we are in the hospital we should try and be a patient patient.
Make new words by adding the endings in parentheses to these words. You will want to
remember the rules you learned. If you are in doubt about any of them, check with your
dictionary.
report (er)
cease (ing)
brag (ed)

4Rf41UAL

huffy (est)

CIA~
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./;unu
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~
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